Synopsis: Strong, Dry Canadian High Pressure will Ridge across the area this weekend. 

Main Impact: Freeze Warning is in effect Saturday Morning between 2 am and 9 am for mainly the inland counties within the WFO ILM County Warning Area.

Marine Impact: Small Craft Advisory is in effect for all waters thru Sat afternoon.

*Normal High Temps – Mid to Upper 60s, Normal Low Temps – Low to mid 40s

For the latest updates, please visit our website and social media outlets:

www.weather.gov/ilm  fb.com/nwswilmingtonnc @NWSWilmingtonNC
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*Normal High Temps – Mid to Upper 60s, Normal Low Temps – Low to mid 40s

....Dry BUT Below Normal Temperatures Slated for This Weekend....

...Freeze Warning is in Effect for Portions of the Forecast Area...

[Maps showing temperature forecasts for November 11 and 12, 2017, with temperature ranges indicated by color codes.]